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Abstract: We propose a new approach to stylometric analysis combining lexical and textual
information, but without annotation or other pre-processing. In particular, our study makes use
Chinese tones motifs and word length motifs automatically extracted from unannotated texts. The
proposed approach is based on linked data in nature as tone and word-length information is extracted
from a lexicon and mapped to the text. Support vector machine and random forest were used to
establish the classification models for author differentiation. Based on comparative study of
classification results of different models, we conclude that the combination of word-final tones
motifs, segment-final motifs and word length motifs provides the best outcome and hence is the best
model.
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1 Introduction
Style refers to linguistic choices made by an author that distinguish his/her writing from those of
other authors (Herdan 1966). Stylometric analysis, can distinguish texts written by different authors
by measuring some stylistic features in text. It is assumed that quantitative authorship attribution is
that the anonymous author of a text can be selected from a set of possible authors by comparing the
values of textual measures in that text to their corresponding values in each possible author’s writing
samples (Grieve 2007). In fact, textual measurements are assumed to include conscious and
unconscious aspects of the author’s style. It would then be an asset to find the features of the
unconscious aspect, since they can not be consciously manipulated by the author (Garcí
a & Martin
2006). Stylometric analysis involves extracting style markers, i.e. stylometric features, and
classifying the texts represented by those features according to authors (Stamatatos et al. 2000).
These models can be seen as the text classification according to their authors.
The most effective features to discriminate between different authors, i.e. style markers, should
be determined at first. A great variety of measures, including sentence length, word length, word
frequencies, character frequencies and vocabulary richness had been proposed. Savoy (2012)
compared the performance obtained when using word types or lemmas as text representations.
Koppel et al. (2009) compared the performances of several representative learning methods for
authorship attribution and showed that the choice of the learning algorithm is no more important
than the choice of the features by which the texts are to be represented.
This paper examines whether lexical information, such as tones motifs and word length motifs,
can serve as effective stylometric features in authorship attribution. The motivation of such a study
is both to find an effective model of stylometric study without annotation and processing, as well as
to test the effectiveness of the linked data approach to stylometric studies.

1.1 Literature review
Mosteller and Wallace’s (1964) influential work in authorship attribution was based on Bayesian
statistical analysis of the frequencies of a small set of common and topic-independent words (e.g.,
“and”, “to”, etc.) achieved productive and significant discrimination results between the candidate
authors. Since then and until the late 1990s, research in stylometry was dominated by attempts to
define features for quantifying writing style (Homes 1994, 1998), and to explore the new modeling
methods.
Since the late 1990s, the study of authorship attribution have changed because of the vast amount
of electronic texts available through Internet media. Koppel & Argamon (2009) considered a
number of feature types that have been, or might be, used for the attribution problems. A number of
earlier works that have surveyed and compared various types of feature sets, include Love (2002),
Zheng et al. (2006), Abbasi and Chen (2008), and Juola (2008).
Most stylometric studies are lexically based, especially because it is the level of language where
repetitions may be reliably used as a basis for measurement (Holmes 1994).
Grieve (2007) compared thirty-nine different types of textual measurements commonly used in
attribution studies, in order to determine which are the best indicator of authorship. Stamatatos
(2009) summarized the text representation features, style markers, and the computational
requirements for measuring them. The most common words (articles, prepositions, pronouns, etc.)
are found to be among the best features to discriminate between authors (Argamon & Levitan, 2005).
Savoy (2015) found that some simple selection strategies (based on occurrence frequency or
document frequency) may produce similar, and some times better, results compared with more
complex ones. For example, Garcí
a & Martin (2006) proposed that the function words prove to be
more reliable identifiers of authorship attributions because of their higher frequencies.
There are also many researches for Chinese authorship attribution. Most of the researches focused
on the distribution of character, word, lexical, syntax and semantic in the stylometric analysis. Wei
(2002) examined the authorship attribution of the Chinese classical literary masterpiece, “The
Dream of Red Mansion”, using the distribution of common words. Ho (2015) thought Chinese
auxiliary words, namely “的、地、得”, can represent the writing style of different authors; Hence
can be used as measurement to judge the author of literary texts. Xiao & Liu (2015) examined the
stylistic difference between the literatures of Jinyong and Gulong using text clustering. He & Liu
(2014) examined the difference of usage of rimes of a Chinese syllable in the prose of different
Chinese authors based on text clustering. Other than this study, there were very few stylometric
studies making use of the lexico-phonological characteristics of Chinese, and certainly not the
unique tonal features.
1.2 Research question and methodology
The information of character features is easily available for any natural languages and corpus,
and they have been proven to be quite useful to quantify the writing style (Grieve 2007). The tones
are the important and essential components and play an important role in Chinese language to
determine the meaning of different words and characters. While there are few studies to examine
whether tones can be used as stylometric in authorship attribution in Chinese language.
There are four tones which are high and level tones ( 阴 平 YinPing), rising tones ( 阳 平
YangPing), falling-rising tones (上声 ShangSheng), falling tones (去声 QuSheng). Except these

four tones, there is also a light tone.
This study hypothesizes that different authors tend to have different characteristic pattern of tone
motifs and word length motifs usage. We selected the tone motifs and word length motifs in the
different specific positions in the sentences as the characteristics to classify the texts according to
their authors.
Support vector machine (SVM) algorithm and Random Forest were selected to establish the
classification model. 5-fold cross-validation was used to measure the generalization accuracy. In
order to avoid the contingency, the 5-fold cross-validation was run 30 times repeatedly. The average
value of identification error rate (Stamatatos & Fakotakis 2000, Tan et al. 2006), i.e., erroneously
classified texts/total texts, was used to validate the classification result.
We use the open source programming language and environment R (R Core Team 2016) to realize
the classification experiments. The function of ksvm in R package kernlab and the function
randomForest of R package randomForest were used to classify the texts from different authors.
2 Corpus
In the studies of stylometric analysis, an important problem is that the distribution of the training
corpus over the different authors is uneven. For example, it is not unusual to have multiple training
texts for some authors and very few training texts for other authors.
Another important question is the size of one text sample per authors. The text samples should be
long enough to adequately extract the style of them which can be used as text representation features.
Different from the existing researches of authorship attribution, this study focuses on the stylometric
analysis of Chinese literary texts of different authors and explores whether the tones motifs and
word length moitfs of Chinese language can be used as stylometric properties. It isn’t rigorous than
the authorship attribution in the data collection of this study. So we selected the similar number of
texts of different authors and the similar size of every texts to establish the corpus for this study.
In this study, the proses of four Chinese writers were selected to build the corpus, as shown in
Table 1. They are Congwen Shen, Zengqi Wang, Qiuyu Yu and Ziqing Zhu.
Table 1: Corpus scale using this study
Text number

Word type

Word token

Congwen Shen

40

11551

101670

Zengqi Wang

38

14289

111589

Qiuyu Yu

38

11294

90132

Ziqing Zhu

38

13011

123674

Chinese language texts are written Chinese character by character. We try to resolve the question
of multi-sound characters by segmenting the texts from character sequences to word sequences
using the Chinese lexical analysis system created by Institute of Computing Technology of Chinese
Academy of Science (ICTCLAS). Most of multi-sound characters have one pronunciation in a word.
Then we establish a system for extracting the tones of the characters based on the grammatical
knowledge-base of contemporary Chinese.
3 Experiments results
Firstly, Chinese sentence should be defined in this study because the sentence-initial and

sentence-final characters will be considered. A sentence in Chinese text, however, is not easily
defined for the lack of reliable convention to mark end-of-sentence, and because of frequent
omission of sentential components including subjects and predicates (Huang and Shi 2016).
Consequently, Chinese sentences are often defined in terms of characteristics of speech, rather than
text (Lu 1993; Huang & Shi, 2016). Chao (1968) and Zhu (1982) offer similar definitions that rely
on pauses and intonation changes at the boundaries of sentences.
According to the approach of many Chinese Treebank (e.g. Chen et al. 1996 for Sinica TreeBank,
Huang and Chen 2017) and the analysis of sentence length distribution in quantitative linguistics
(Hou et al. 2017) all segments between commas, semicolons, colon, periods, exclamation marks,
and question marks expressing pauses in utterances are marked as sentences. Actually, the sentences
by this definition are the clauses and conform to the sentence definitions relying on pauses and
intonation changes in the utterances. In Wang & Qin (2013) and Chen (1994), the sentence by this
operational definition is called sentence segment (hereinafter segment). Wang & Qin (2013)
considered that sentence segment length is more relevant to language use in Chinese. So the sentence
segments are used as the unit for extracting the sentence-initial and sentence-final characters.
There are often unique rhythms when the different proses are read. This unique rhythm is an
inherent characteristic of a prose. Wang et al. (2011) proposed that there are different rhythms
between the texts from different authors whilst there are similar rhythms between the texts of an
author.
The motif was inspired by the F-motiv for musical “texts” (Boroda 1982) and continued in
linguistics by Köhler (2006, 2008) who used the concept of L-motifs, i.e. length motifs. Boroda
defined the “F-Motiv” with respect to the duration of the notes of a musical piece because units
common in musicology were not usable for his purpose.
According to Köhler & Naumann (2010) and Köhler (2015), linguistic motif is defined as:
The longest continuous sequence of equal or increasing values representing a quantitative
property of a linguistic unit. Thus a L-motif is a continuous series of equal or increasing length
values.
Following the definition, any text or discourse can be segmented in an objective, unambiguous,
and exhaustive way, i.e. it guaranties that no rest will remain (Köhler 2008).
In addition, motifs can be defined for any linguistic unit and for any linguistic property.
And motifs have an appropriate granularity, with respect to which motifs are scalable.
Word length is an important indicator for stylometric analysis and has significances in prosodic
linguistics. L-Motif of word was defined as a maximal sequence of monotonically equal and
increasing numbers which represent the length of the adjacent words in a sentence segment.
According to this definition, a given text can be segmented some paragraphs which are represented
by an uninterrupted sequence of L-segments of word. For example, in the following paper, the word
L-moitf is (2), (1, 2), (1, 2, 2), (1, 1, 1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 2), (1, 2).
白河 到 沅陵 与 沅水 汇流 后 ， 便 略 显 浑浊 ， 有 出山 泉水 的 意思 。
Tone is the category variable, we defined the tone-motif as the longest continuous sequence of
equal tones.
This part will examine whether tone motifs, word length motifs and their combination can be
used as stylistic characteristics of the different authors. The segment-initial and segment-final tone
motif, the word-final tone motif were considered. The paragraph was considered as a unit to
compute the segment-initial and segment-final tone motif. The segment was considered as a unit to

compute the word-final tone motif and word length motif.
Table 2: The classification results using the tone motif, word length motif and their combination as
characteristics
Identification error rate
Stylometric markers

SVM

RF

1

word-final tone motifs

27.77%

26.01%

2

segment-final tone motifs

47.85%

50.91%

3

word-final tone motifs + segment-final tone motifs

24.15%

20.7%

4

bigrams of word-final tone motifs

34.35%

36.1%

5

word-final tone motifs + their bigrams

30.75%

26.85%

6

word length motifs

35.16%

33.83%

7

word-final tone motifs + word length motifs

20.07%

19.07%

8

word-final tone motifs + segment-final tone motifs + word
length motifs

14.02%

14.62%

The texts from different authors were represented by the motifs and classified according to their
authors. SVM and random forest were used to establish the classification model and the 5-fold cross
validation was used to validate the classification results, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Classification results using the tone motif, word length motif and their combination as
characteristics (1-8 on the horizon level represent the characteristics as shown in table 2)
From textural characteristics 1 and 5 in Table 2, we can see that the bigrams of word-final tone
motif can’t improve the classification result when they combines word-final tone motifs. So we can
say that the bigrams of word-final tone motifs can’t help to differ different authors and influence the
classification results. Maybe this is because the bigrams of word-final motif are sparse.
Although, the identification error rate of classification result is very high when only the segment-

final tone motifs were used as the textual measurement, the combination of them and word-final
tone motifs can reduce the identification error rate. This is the unexpected and interesting result.
Compared with SVM, the classification model established using random forest can obtain the good
classification result.
Combination of word length motifs and word-final tone motifs can make a relative low
identification error rate.
From Table 2 and Figure 1, we can see that the classification result is well when the combination
of segment-final and word-final tone motifs and word-length motifs is selected to represent the
different texts from different authors.
Classification And Regression Trees (CART) was selected to establish a classification tree, as
shown in Figure 2, using combination of word-final tone motifs and segment-final tone motifs and
word length motifs as text characteristics. The tree outlines a decision procedure for determining
the author of the texts.
In Figure 2, the leaf nodes specify a partition of the data, i.e. a division of the data set into a series
of non-overlapping subsets that jointly comprise the full data set (Baayen 2008). For any node, the
most useful predictor was selected to split it, for example word length motif (1-2-2, represented by
x47). From the classification tree, we can see that the few predictors can roughly determine the
authors of the texts. This conforms to the classification results using SVM and random forest
establish the classification model.

Figure 2: CART tree for the identification of authors
4 Conclusion
Chinese is a tonal language where tones, just like other lexical features, differentiate meanings.
Most of previous studies in the Chinese stylometric analysis selected features at the words level or
higher level as the textual measurement to identify the authors of the texts. Some examples of the
selected features included words and syntactic information of the texts. Very few studies select the
sub-lexical features mark the writing style of an author. In this study, we examine whether the
Chinese tones motifs and word length motifs can be used as the stylometric characteristics. The tone
motifs and word length motifs are both lexical feature that can be linked from other lexical resources
and do not required annotated texts.

After comparing the classification results when using all the mentioned linguistic characteristics
represent texts respectively, the experiments show that the combination of word-final tones motifs
and segment-final tones motifs and word length motifs can effectively differentiate texts from these
selected four authors.
The most important feature of our proposed methodology is the linked data approach without any
dependence on annotated data or complex text processing, such as PoS tagging or parsing. Note
complex processing introduces errors that can be propagated and that requirement of annotated data
often lead to data sparseness problems. Our proposed methodology can apply to any plain text, as
long as a link to existing lexicon for tonal and word-length information. The tonal and word-length
information are inherent information carried by the word, the basic textual elements; hence the
methodology is applicable to unannotated big data and will have wide applications in nearly all
forms of big data as well as literary texts.
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